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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove some recent results on the three transforms in the title and 
discuss their relationships to older results. The spaces we deal with are symmetric 
spaces X = G/K of the noncompact type, G being a connected noncompact 
semisimple Lie group with finite center and K a maximal compact subgroup. 
For the two natural Radon transforms on X we prove a new inversion formula 
and a sharpening of an old support heorem; for the Abel transform we prove some 
new identities with some applications and for the Fourier transform a result for 
integrable functions which has a strong analog of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. 
These latter esults are from a collaboration with Rawat, Sengupta nd Sitaram. 
Notation. Following Schwartz we use the notation 79(X) for Cc~(X), E(X) for 
C~(X) and S(R n) for the space of rapidly decreasing functions on R n. 
2. DIFFERENT RADON TRANSFORMS ON THE SYMMETRIC SPACE X 
Radon's paper [40] suggested the general problem of determining a function on a
manifold on the basis of its integrals over certain submanifolds. A natural case of 
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this problem is the inversion of the X-ray transform on a Riemannian manifold. It 
is the transform f --+ f defined by the arc-length integral 
(2.1) f(,, = f f(x) dm(x), 
Y 
f being an "arbitrary" function on the Riemannian manifold X and y any complete 
geodesic in X. 
In general this injectivity problem seems to be unresolved. For a Cartan sym- 
metric space X ¢ S n the injectivity, however, holds. For a symmetric X of the 
noncompact the injectivity holds in the stronger form of the 
Support heorem [26]. I f  f (y) = O for all geodesics y disjoint from a ball B C X 
then f (x)  = O for x ¢ B. 
This last result requires tronger decay assumption at ~ than the injectivity result 
does. 
Here we shall prove an explicit inversion formula for the X-ray transform for 
rank X > 1. See Section 5 for the contact with Rouvi&e's different solution. 
Funk [11] and Radon [40] inverted this transform for the sphere S 2 and R 2. 
Denoting the set of geodesics by E we have the coset space representations 
S 2 = O(3)/O(2), E = O(3)/O(2)Z 2, 
R 2 = M(2)/O(2), E = M(2)/M(1)Z2, 
M(n) 'denoting the isometry group of R n. 
This suggests the following generalization. Let X = G/K and ,E = G/H be coset 
spaces of the same locally compact group G, K and H being closed subgroups. 
Here it will be convenient to assume all these groups as well as L ----- K n H to be 
unimodular. We do not assume the elements ~ c E to be subsets of X but instead 
use Chern's concept of incidence: 
x = gK is incident o ~ = FH 
i fgK A yH ~ 0 as subsets of G. Given x c X, ~ 6 E define 
.~ = {~ c E: x, ~ incident}, 
= {x c X: x, ~ incident}. 
These are orbits of certain subgroups of G and have natural measures dm, dlz (up 
to factors) and we define the abstract Radon transform f --+ f and its dual ~0 --+ 
by 
(2.2) 
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The normalizations ofdm and d# are unified by taking xo = eK, ~o = eH and 
(2.3) f (vH)= f f(yh.xo)dhL, ~b(gK)= f ¢p(gk.~o)dkL 
U/L K/L 
the invariant measures dhI, dkL being fixed by Haar measures of H, K and L. 
Main problems. 
(i) Injectivity of f ~ f ,  ~p ~ ~. 
(ii) Inversion formulas. 
(iii) Range and kernel question for these transforms. 
(iv) Applications elsewhere. 
An easy general result relevant o problem (iii) is the following. For a suitable 
normalization of the measures dx = dgK, d~ = dyH we have 
(2.4) f f(x)(~(x) dx = f f(,),(,, d~, 
X F. 
a result which suggests the extension of (2.3) to distributions. 
3. d -PLANES IN R n 
Here we consider the space X = R n and ,E = G(d, n) the set of d-dimensional 
planes in R n . These are both homogeneous nder the group G = M(n). Fix xo 6 R n, 
~0 E G(d, n) at distance d(xo, ~o) = P. Then we have 
(3.1) X = R n = M(n)/Kp, E = G(d, n) = M(n)/Hp, 
where Kp and Hp, respectively, are the stability groups of x0 and ~0. Since various 
p will be considered the transforms (2.2) will be denoted by fp and ~p. Since 
the action of M(n) on X and E is quite rich it turns out that for the coset space 
representation (3.1) 
zcX is inc ident to0cE  ¢~ d(z,o)=p. 
Thus the transform fp and ~p can be written 
(3.2) f/,)= f f(x)dm(x), 
d(x,'~)=p 
(Op(X) = f 9(~)dlz(~). 
d(x,'~)=p 
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In particular, f0 is the usual d-plane transform f ,  but in order to invert it we need 
~p for variable p. One of several versions of the inversion formula is the following 
(see [25,27]): 
(3.3) ;r/ 1 f (x )=c(d)  d -~ p(p2--r2)d/2-1(f)P(X)dPr= 0 
with c(d) and constant. Note that ^ v (f)p (x) is the average of the integrals of f over 
all d-planes at distance p from x. 
For d = 1 this formula reduces to 
(3.4) 
(x) lfd ^v dp 7, 
0 
which for n = 2 coincides with Radon's original formula. Radon's proof is very 
elegant and is based on an exhaustion of the exterior Ix l > r by lines. As far as I 
know this proof has not been extended to higher dimensions n. Formula (3.4) for 
n > 2 is crucial for the inversion of (2.1) given in Theorem 5.1. 
4. d -D IMENSIONAL TOTALLY  GEODESIC  SUBMANIFOLDS IN HYPERBOLIC  SPACE 1t n 
A similar method works here and the analog of (3.3) is the formula 
(4.1) d 2 g/2-1td f (x ) = C (d) t -- r 2) t) (x ) dt r=l' 
where C(d) is a constant and s(p) = cosh -1 (p) (see [25,27]). Other versions of the 
inversion exist (e.g., [28] and [6]). For d = 1 this reduces to 
(4.2) f (x)  = - - -  
oo if d ^v dp 
rr -dTp ( ( f  )P (X)) si-~-~ p 
0 
a formula which for n = 2 is stated without proof in Radon [40]. 
5. X -RAY INVERSION ON THE SYMMETRIC  SPACE X = G/K 
In communication from 2003, Rouvirre proved an extension of formula (4.2) to 
symmetric spaces X of rank £ -- 1. Inspired by his methods, I proved the inversion 
formula (5.2) for the X-ray transform for X of rank e > 1. Then Rouvirre [43] 
extended his formula to X of arbitrary rank e. Actually he has several such formulas 
but they are all different from the formula (5.2) below. 
Fix a flat totally geodesic submanifold E of X with dimE ---- g > 1 
(£ the rank of X) passing through the origin o = eK of X. Let p > 0 and S = Sp(o) 
be the sphere in E with radius p and center o. The geodesics y in E tangent o 
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S are permuted transitively by the orthogonal group O(E). Let du and dk denote 
the normalized Haar measures on U and K. The spaces k. E as k runs through K 
constitute all flat totally geodesic subspaces of X through o of dimension e. Thus 
the images k- ?, (k ~ K, y tangent to S) constitute the set Up of all geodesics y in X 
lying in some flat &dimensional totally geodesic submanifold of X through o and 
d(o, V) = p. The set Fp has a natural measure COp given by the functional 
(5.1) 
K O(E) 
Theorem 5.1. The X-ray transform (2.1) on a symmetric space X = G / K of rank 
e > 1 is inverted by the formula 
,of( s. (5.2) f(o) = - -7 ~ f(g)do)p(y) , f E 27(X). Fp 
Since Up and dcop are K-invariant the formula holds at each point x by replacing 
f by f o g where g 6 G is such that g- o = x. 
Proof. First assume f to be K-invariant and consider the restriction f iE .  Fix 
an orthonormal frame H0, H ~ E0, the tangent space to E at o, consider the one 
parameter subgroups exptHo, exptH and the geodesic yo(t) = exptH0 • o. Then 
the geodesic y(t) = exppH • yo(t) lies in E and is tangent to Sp(o). Because of 
(3.4) we have 
(5.3) f(o) = - - -  
OG lfd ^E dp 
7, 
0 
where the superscript E stands for the dual transform on geodesics in the space E. 
Thus 
(5.4) (/)(r)dv(y)= ff)(u y) u, 
~,cE O(E) 
d(o,y)=p 
where v stands for the average over the set of geodesics tangent to S e (o). 
For f E/)(X) arbitrary we use (5.2) on the function 
= f f (k .  x) f~(x) dk. 
K 
Taking into account he definition (5.1) the inversion formula (5.2) follows imme- 
diately. [] 
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Remark. Note that the measure Wp in (5.1) is a kind of convolution of the Haar 
measures dk and du. However it is not a strict convolution since the product ku is 
not defined. 
6. THE HOROCYCLE TRANSFORM IN X = G/K 
Consider the usual Iwasawa decomposition of G, G --- NAK where N and A are 
nilpotent and abelian, respectively. A horocycle is by definition [12] an orbit in X 
of a conjugate gNg-1 of N. The group G permutes the horocycles transitively and 
the space ,~ ofhorocycles can be written E = G/MN where M is the centralizer of 
A in K. In the double fibration 
G/M / \  
X = G/K  G/MN = E 
it turns out that x = gK is incident o ~ = vMN if and only i fx c ~. The transforms 
(2.2) become 
(6.1) f (yMN)  = f f (yn .  o)dn, 
N 
(9(gK) = f ~o(gk. ~o) dk, 
K 
where ~o = N.  o. While the map ~o -+ ~ has a big kernel, the horocycle transform 
f --+ f is injective (see [17] or [13]). The following result from [21] is considerably 
stronger. 
Theorem 6.1 (Support heorem). Let B be a closed ball in X. Then 
f (~ ) = 0 for ~ f~ B = 0 implies 
f (x )  ---- 0 forxq~B. 
Here one requires tronger decay conditions on f than for the injectivity. A dif- 
ferent proof was given in [14]. We have also the following inversion and Plancherel 
formula for the Radon transform [18,19]. The pseudodifferential operator A and 
the differential operator [] below are constructed by means of the Harish-Chandra 
c-function, and w denotes the order of the Weyl group. For G complex a result 
similar to (6.2) appears in [12]. 
Theorem 6.2. For f ~ D(X) or sufficiently rapidly decreasing we have the 
inversion formula 
(6.2) f=  1 (A/~f)v. 
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I f  all Cartan subgroups of G are conjugate the formula has the improved version 
/=Am((/)"). 
1/) 
For G arbitrary 
(6.3) /Ifo<)12dx 
X 
with a suitable normalization of the invariant measures dx and d~. 
The range question (iii) for f --+ f is more complicated. Consider first the 
hyperbolic plane H e in the Poincar6 unit disk model D. Here the horocycles are 
the circles in the disk tangential to the boundary {eiO: 0 E R}. Let ~t,0 denote the 
horocycle through e iO with distance t (with sign) from the origin. Then we have the 
following result from [23]. 
Theorem 6.3. The range D(D)" consists of the functions ap ~ 79(2) 
1If (~t,O) = Y~ ~n (t)e inO 
where 
(6.4) e- t (L -1 ) . . . (d -2 in l+ l ) tpn( t )  7~n(t) = \ dt 
where q9 n c 79(D) is even. 
This implies a relationship between 1/t(~t,0) and ~P(~-t,0). More specifically, if
f (t) = f ( - t ) ,  ~n = eqPn then • denoting convolution on R 
qlt n = S n * ql n 
where the distribution Sn on R has Fourier transform 
Sn = (iX+ 1) . . - ( iX+21nt-  1) 
(iX - 1)... (iX - 21hi + 1)' 
XcR.  
This relationship between lP(~-t,o) and aP(~t,0) implies that in (6.3) f ~ A f  does 
not map L2(X) onto L2(E). 
For the generalization of (6.4) to X = G/K  we need some additional notation. 
Let/~ be the unitary dual of K and d(8) the degree of a 8 e/~. Given 8 acting on 
Va let 
V~t = {v ~ Va: 6(m)v = v for m 6 M} 
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and put e(6) = dim V M. Let 
= {3 • > 0}.  
In the following theorem from [25] the expansion (6.5) is a generalization f(6.4). 
Put p (H) = ½ Trace(ad H In). 
Theorem 6.4. The range 79(X)" consists of the functions 7t • 79(E) 
(6.5) ~p(ka. ~o) = Z d(8) Tr(8(k)*8(a)) 
8e/~M 
(Tr = Trace) where ~P8 is a function on A with values in Hom(Vs, vM), i.e., 
~P~ • 79(A, Hom(Vs, vM)), given by 
~8(a) = e-p(l°ga) QS(O)a(*8(a)), a • A, (6.6) 
where 
(6.7) *8 • 79(A, Hom(Vs, vM)) 
is W-invariant and QS(D) is a certain e(8) x e(8) matrix of constant coefficient 
differential operators on A. 
From this result we can derive the following (unpublished) refinement of the 
support heorem above. Let A + be the Weyl chamber corresponding to the choice 
of the group N. 
Theorem 6.5. Suppose f • 79(X) satisfies 
Then 
f (ka .  ~o) = 0 fo rk•K ,  a • A +, I loga l>R.  
f (ka • ~o) = 0 for k • K, [ log a[ > R, a • A 
so by Theorem 6.1 
f (x)  = 0 for d(O, x) > R. 
Proof. Let Qc(D) be the matrix ofcofactors of QS(D) so that 
(6.8) Qc(D) Q8 (D) = det Q8 (D)I. 
Then (6.6) implies 
(6.9) Qc(D)(eP~) = det QS(D)* 8. 
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Now it is known [34], [25, pp. 267, 348] that det Q~ (D) is a product of linear factors 
S(H/) + c where Hi ~ a and O(Hi) the corresponding directional derivative. 
Suppose the function 7t = f satisfies 
7t (ka~o)=O fo rkcK ,  a rA  +, I l oga l>R.  
Since 
qJ~(a) = f ~O(ka. ~0)6(k -1) dk 
K 
we deduce from (6.8) and (6.9) that 
detQS(D)~(a)  =0 fora 6 A +, Ilogal > R. 
Consider this equation on a ray in A + starting at e. Because of the mentioned 
factorization of det Q~(D) we deduce that on this ray qsa satisfies an ordinary 
differential equation on the interval (R, cx)). Having compact support we deduce 
that ~(a)  = 0 for a c A +, I logal > R. By its Weyl group invariance it vanishes for 
all a ~ A, I logal > R which by (6.5) proves the theorem. [] 
Consider the case rank X = 1. Let Bn (o) be a ball in X with radius R and center 
0. Fix a unit vector H in the Lie algebra of A such that exp H E A +. Put at = exp tH. 
The interior of the horocycle kNat • o is the union [.-Jr>t kNar • o. A horocycle ~ is 
said to be external to Bn (o) if its interior is disjoint from BR (o); ~ is said to enclose 
BR (o) if its interior contains Bn (o). 
Corollary 6.6. Let X have rank one and BR (o) as above. Let f ~ D(X). Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) f (~) = 0 whenever ~is external to BR(o). 
(ii) f (~) = 0 whenever ~encloses BR(o). 
(iii) f -- 0 outside BR (o). 
For hyperbolic space this is clear from Theorem 6.3 and was proved in a different 
way by Lax and Phillips [35]. 
Problem (iii) for the dual transform ~0 --~ ~ has a satisfactory answer (see [25, IV 
§§2 and 4]). The kernel can be described in the spirit of Theorem 6.5 and for the 
range one has the surjectivity 
(6.10) g(~)v = g(X). 
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7. THE ABEL TRANSFORM 
Let DK(X) denote the space of K-invariant functions in D(X). The Abel transform 
f -+ .Af is defined by 
(7.1) (.Af)(a) = e p(l°ga) f f (an .  o) dn, a e A, f ~ "DK(X ). 
N 
Except for the factor e p it is the restriction of the Radon transform to K-invariant 
functions 
(7.2) .Af = e p f .  
Some of its properties are best analyzed by means of the spherical functions 
f . (7.3) ~ox(g) = e (ix-p)(H(Sk)) dk, g ~ G, )~ c a c, 
K 
where H(g) ~ a is determined by g ~ k exp H(g)N and ac* is the complex dual of a. 
The spherical transform 
(7.4) f(x, = f f(x)cp_x(x)dx, f E DK(X) 
x 
(where ~oz(g •o) = ~ox(g)) is a homomorphism relative to convolution × on X: 
(7.5) (f l  × f2)-(X) = j~ 00f2(X). 
As proved in [ 15], A intertwines the spherical transform and the Euclidean Fourier 
transform F ~ F* on A so 
(7.6) f (A f ) (a)e  -iz(l°ga) da = f ~o-x(x)f(x)dx, (.A f)*  = f .  
A X 
Thus A f  is W-invariant and by (7.5) 
(7.7) M(fl × f2) = A f l  * Mf2, 
where • is convolution on A. Let D(X) denote the algebra of G-invariant differential 
operators on X and F :D(X) -+ Dw(A) the isomorphism onto the W-invariant 
constant coefficient differential operators on A. 
The Abel transform is a simultaneous transmutation perator between D(X) and 
Dw(A), i.e., 
(7.8) ADf  = F(D)Af ,  D ~ D(X), f ~ DK(X) 
as shown in [29] which for example can be used to prove that each D has 
a fundamental solution. By the Paley-Wiener theorem for (7.3) one has that 
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,A : DK(X) --~ Dw(A) is a bijective homeomorphism. (Here the subscript W means 
W-invariance.) Hence we have a bijection 
(7.9) .A* :D~w (A) -+ D~K (X) 
between the corresponding distribution spaces. Also if q) 6 gw(A) we have easily 
(see [5] or [25, IV, §4]) 
(7.10) (A* cp)(gK) = f ~0(expH(gk))e -;(H(gk)) dk. 
K/M 
The Radon transform has the advantage over .4 that it commutes with the action 
of G. Thus we can deduce from (6.10) and (7.2) that as in [25] 
A*gw(A) = gr (X). 
We now add a few new results about .4 and .4* which will be useful ater. Some are 
closely related to rank-one results in Bagchi and Sitaram in [3]. 
Because of the convolution property (7.7) one can ask how A* behaves relative 
to convolution. Let L be the operator on S(A) given by 
(7.11) (L~o)*(~) = 1c(~.)1-2¢(2.), )~ 6 a*, 
where c(X) is Harish-Chandra's c-function. 
Theorem 7.1. Let 9 ~ Dw(A), ~t ~ gw(A). Then 
A*(L~o) = w.A-a(9) (w = order of W) 
and 
(7.12) .A*(~o, Or) = 1A*(Lcp) x A*~. 
w 
Proof. Using the inversion formula for the spherical transform we have 
,A*(Ltp)(gK) = f(L 0)(exp H(gk)) -p(H(#)) dk 
K 
K --a* 
= f lc(x)l-2 o;  (g) d~, = F(gK), 
a* 
where/?00 = ¢O.)w.  But P = G4F)* = 9*w so 
~o = 1AF ,  F = w,A-l(9). 
11) 
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Thus A*(L~o) = wA -1 (qg). Consider now the average 
~pZ(a) = 1 E eisL(loga) 
W 
sEW 
Then A*~p ~ = q)x and ~0 • 7t x = 9*00~p ~. But A-lq) = ~F  ~ DK(X) and 
1~ 
,,,4.-1(19 × ~0)~ -~ -- F ( £ )9z = ~o*()0~Px. 
tO 
Combining these formulas we have 
(7.13) A*(~0 • 7t z) = ` A-l~o x A*(Ox). 
Now 7t ~ Dw(A) is a superposition 
O(a) = [ 7s*(X)~(a) d)~ 
t /  
0.* 
so the identity (7.12) follows from (7.13) for such ap. For 7t ~ gw(A) the identity 
follows by an approximation because 9 and A* (Lqg) have compact support and `A* 
is continuous on gw(A). [] 
Theorem 7.1 implies the following inversion formula which in reality is a special 
case of (6.2). It appears also in [5]. 
Corollary 7.2. The transform f ~ `A f has inversion 
f = I `A* (LAf ) ,  f E ~)K(X). 
W 
The above results suggest various ways of defining A on the space g} (X) of 
K-invariant compactly supported istributions on X although formula (7.1) does 
not work. 
Spherical transform method. If T ~ glc (X), the spherical transform 
= f ~o_~(x) dT(x) 
X 
is a W-invariant entire function of exponential type on a~* and of polynomial growth. 
(See [9] or [21, Theorem 8.5].) By the Euclidean Paley-Wiener theorem there exists 
an S E g~v(A) such that i? = S*. Thus in accordance with (7.6) we put 
(7.14) .AT = S. 
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Radon transform method. Because of(2.4) the Radon transform of  a distribution 
T • £'(X) is defined by 
T(qg) = T@), ¢p •£(~) .  
I f  T is K-invariant then so is 1" and since F~ = K/M × A under the bijection 
(kM, a) --+ ka. ~o we see that 17 has the form 17 = l ® cr where ~r • £'(A). Because 
of (7.2) we put 
(7.15) .AT = ePa. 
Functional analysis method. As remarked .4* is a bijection of  D~w(A) onto 
D~x(X). The restriction of  .A* to £w(A) is a continuous bijection onto £x(X) 
and in fact a homeomorphism since both spaces are Fr6chet. Thus we have 
(.A*)* : £~: (X) -+ £~v (A) bijectively so we can define 
(7.16) .AT = (.A*)*(T). 
Proposition 7.3. All the definitions (7.14)-(7.16) coincide. 
The convolution property in Theorem 7.1 extends readily to distributions o 
-A*(g~v(A) * ~)  = -A-I(g~v(A)  × A*O = g~¢ (X) x A*~r. 
Thus putting 
Vo = £~v(A)* ~o, 7z • £w(A); 
Wf =g~(X)  × f, f • SK(X), 
we conclude that 
(7.17) -A*(V,~) = W.a,g,. 
Theorem 7.4 (Bagchi-Sitaram). I f  X has rank one and f • £K(X) then the 
closure of the space W f = C~x ( X) x f contains a spherical function. 
The authors use (7.17) to reduce the question to the analogous one for the one- 
dimensional space A ~ R where by Schwartz's theorem stated in Section 9 below 
some exponentials e iu and e - i#  belong to the closure and -A*(e i# + e - i lz)  = 2qg~z. 
8. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM ON X = G/K 
We now go to the notation of  Section 6 with the Iwasawa decomposition G = N AK, 
and 0 = n + a + ~ for the corresponding Lie algebras. For g • G let A(g) • n be 
determined by g = nexpA(g)k (n • N, k • K). Given x = gK in X, b = kM in 
B = K /M we put 
A(x, b) = A(k- lg) 
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and as usual we put p (H) = ½ Trace(ad H In). Let a~ denote the space of complex- 
valued linear forms on a. 
Given a function f on X we define its Fourier transform by 
(8.1) 3;(~, b) = f f (x)e (-iz+p)(A(x'b)) dx 
X 
for those 0~, b) 6 ac* × B for which the integral is defined. Many of the principal 
theorems for Fourier transforms on R n have analogs for X ---- G/K. 
Inversion formula [19]. For f ~ D(X) we have 
1 f f f()~,b)e(i~+p'(A(x'b))lc()Ql-2d)~db 
a* B 
where cOO is Harish-Chandra's c-function. 
Plancherel formula [20]. The map f --+ f extends to an isometry of L2(X) onto 
L2(a*+ × B): 
(8.2) flf(x)l 2dx= f Ifi(X,b)121c(X)1-2dxdb" 
X a~_×B 
Paley-Wiener theorem [21]. The map f ~ f maps the space D(X) onto the 
* * of exponential space of smooth ~0(Z, b) on a c × B which are holomorphic on a c
type (uniformly in B) satisfying the invariance condition 
(8.3) f qg()~, b)e (i~'+p)(A(x'b)) db is W-invariant in ~.. 
B 
For the next result we refer to Eguchi's paper for full explanations of notation. 
The Schwartz theorem [8]. Let 0 < p ~< 2 and SP(X) c LP(X)  the correspond- 
ing Schwartz space. Let e = 2/p - 1 and S(a* x B) the space of functions which 
are holomorphic in the tube a~ × B, are rapidly decreasing and satisfy (8.3). Then 
f --+ j~ is a bijection of SP(X) onto $(a* x B). 
These results leave out the space LI(X) and one should think that a self- 
respecting Fourier transform should be defined here. 
We shall now show (modifying abit the proof of [31]) that this can be done and 
that a strong analog of the classical Riemann-Lebesgue lemma holds for f in (8.1). 
Let C(p) denote the convex hull in a* of the set {sp: s ~ W} of Weyl group 
transforms of p. 
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Theorem 8.1. Let f E LI(B). Then there exists a subset B t C B with B - B ~ of 
measure 0 such that for each b ~ B' 
(i) f (k ,  b) is defined for k in the tube a* + iC(p) and holomorphic in its interior. 
(ii) l im~ f(~ + it/, b) = 0 uniformly for 71 E C(p). 
Proof. Let k = ~ + i0 where ~ E a*, 0 E C(p). Then 
f If(k, b)[ db<~ f I f  (x)[ f e (rl+p)(A(x'b)) db dx. (8.4) 
B X B 
The integral over B is the spherical function ~o-io which is bounded by 1 [30]. Thus 
II fck, 0111 [J fill 
and for each k E a* + iC(p), f (k ,  b) exists for all b in a subset Bz C B of full 
invariant measure. Let 
i f=  B~(f) = N Bisp. 
sEW 
For the statements (i) and (ii) we may assume f ~> 0 in (8.1). Since b E Bisp for each 
s ~ W we have 
(8.5) f f (x)e (sp+p)(A(x'b)) dx < cx~. 
q,2 
x 
Fix b E B ~, ~ E C(p). Then 
(8.6) x f f(x)e(P+')(A(x'b))dx=~r~wff(x)e(P+~)(A(x'b))dx 
where 
X~ = {x E X: cr(A(x,b)) E d-4 I. 
Replace q (A (x, b)) by (~r q) (or (A (x, b))) and let (~r l) + be the element in a~_, which 
is W-conjugate to cr 0. Then since (or0)+ - cr 0/> 0 on a + we have 
ff(x)e(P+')(a(x'b))dx<~ff(x)e(P+(~')+)(°(a(x'b))'dx. 
Xcr Xa 
Now by Lemma 8.3, Ch. IV in [24] 
* n C(p) = a~_ D (p + -a*), a+ 
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where 
Thus 
whence 
(8.7) 
i 
(~rq) + ~ a~_ n (p + -a*), 
(a0) +-p~<0 ona +. 
Thus the last integral is bounded by 
f f(x)efP+Cr-lP )(A(x,b)) < dx 
Xa 
by (8.5). This shows by (8.6) that i fb  6 B t and )~ ~ a* + iC(p) the integral (8.1) 
is absolutely convergent. The holomorphy statement follows by Morera's theorem. 
This proves (i). 
For part (ii) we use the Radon transform (6.1). Since f ~ LI(X), f ( t )  exist for 
almost all t c E (see [20, II, §1]). Since (kM, a) ~ ka • to is a diffeomorphism of
K/M onto E we write f (kM, a) for f (ka.  t0). Enlarging B' to another subset of B 
of full invariant measure we may assume f(b, a) exists for b c B' and almost all a. 
Now we have 
(8.8) f f (x )dx  = f f (anK)dadn 
X AN 
for suitable Haar measures on A and N. Applying this to the function x ~ f (k .  x) 
with kM = b ~ B t we get 
(8.9) f f (x)  dx = f f (kM, a)da 
X A 
so since A(an. o) = loga, 
(8.10) f()~, kM) = f f (kM, a)e(P+O)(l°ga)e-i~(l°ga) da 
A 
= ~ f f (kM, a)e(P+o)(l°ga)e-i~(l°ga) da. 
SEWs-IA+ 
Now a ~ s- lA  + implies sa ~ A + and 
0(loga) = (srl)(s loga) ~< (sq)+(s loga) ~< p(s loga) 
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by (8.7). Thus on s - lA  +, 
(8.1 I) f(kM, a)e (p+o)(l°ga) <~ f (kM,  a)e (p+s-lp)(l°ga). 
For b = kM c B 1 the integral in (8.1) is absolutely convergent so by (8.9) the 
function 
(8.12) a --+ f (kM,  a)e (p+~)(l°ga) 
belongs to L 1 (A). The first part of (8.10) combined with the Riemann-Lebesgue 
lemma for the Fourier transform on A shows that for each ~ ~ C(p) 
lim f()~, b) = 0. 
~-+oo 
For the uniform convergence in (ii) we use the second part of (8.10). Let fn be 
positive in D(X) such that fn ~ f a.e. and fn(x) <~ f (x) .  In (8.10) and (8.11) we 
replace f by the function gn = f - fn. Then 
[~.(X, kM) I 
SEWs-I A+ 
 -zf 
sEW s IA+ 
g,n(kM, a)e (p+o)(l°ga) da 
fi, n (kM, a)e (p+s-l p)(l°ga) da, 
which tends to 0 as n --~ e~ by (8.9), (8.12) and the dominated convergence theorem. 
Thus given e > 0 we can fix N such that [~U(~., kM)[ < e for all ~. ~ a* + iCp. By 
the Paley-Wiener theorem for D(X) there is an L such that Ifu(~ + i~, kM)l <~ e 
fo r l~ l>LandoeC(p) .S ince~u=f  -- futhisproves( i i ) .  [] 
Remark. Another version of (ii) involving the L 1 norm over B is given in [45]. 
9. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS ON X 
A theorem of Schwartz [48] states that if f is a function in E(R) ( f  ~ 0) the 
closed subspace of C(X) (in its usual Fr6chet space topology) generated by all the 
translates of f contains an exponential e ~x for some/z c C. 
We shall now give the proof from [32] of the following analog of Schwartz's 
theorem. 
Theorem 9.1. Let X = G/K  have rankone and f ~ 0 a function in C(X). Then the 
closed subspace Vf of  g(X) generated by the G-translates o f f  contains a function 
x ----> e#,b(X)  -=- e Iz(A(x'b)) 
for some lz ~ a c. 
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For this we consider for Z 6 ac* the Poisson transform 
794 :F(b) --+ f(x),  F E LI(B), 
where 
(9.1) f (x)  = f e(iX+p)(A(x'b))F(b) db. 
B 
The element Z is said to be simple if P~ is injective. The simplicity criterion for )~ 
(see [22]) implies that for each ~. 6 %* one of the transforms sX (s e W) is simple. 
Consider now the spherical function ~oz (7.3) which can also be written 
= f e (i)~+p)(A(x'b)) db. 
B 
We know from [25, III, Lemma 2.3] that if -Z  is simple then the closed space 
C(z) (X) C C(X) generated by the G-translates of ~0~ contains the space Pz (L 2 (B)). 
Coming to the proof of the theorem we conclude from the Bagchi-Sitaram result 
(7.4) that the space V f  of K-invariants in Vf contains a spherical function ~0z. By 
the simplicity result quoted, either )~ or -)~ is simple so we can take -Z  simple. 
Thus by the conclusion above, Vf contains the space Pz(L2(B)). Now by [25, III, 
Exercise B1, pp. 371 and 570], 
(9.2) e(i)~+P)A(x'eM)= Z d(c])cpL,3(x), 
a~l?M 
with 8 and/~M as in (6.5) and 
~OL,8 (x) = f e (iz+p)(A(x'k)) (8(k) v, v} dk. 
K 
Thus ~oz,a 6 Vf so since (9.2) converges in the topology of £(X) the theorem 
follows. 
Remark. Since Schwartz's theorem fails for R n (n > 1) the proof above via the 
Bagchi-Sitaram theorem is limited to the case of rank X = 1. However, this does 
not rule out the possibility that Theorem 9.1 might remain valid for X of higher 
rank. 
10. FURTHER RESULTS ON THE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
A result of Hardy's [16] shows limitations on how fast a function on R n and its 
Fourier transform can decay at c~. Precisely, if 
If(x)] ~< Ae -~lx12, [f(u)l ~< Be -~lu12, or, fi > O, 
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and ifotfl > 1/4 then f = 0. Sitaram and Sundari [53] proved an analog for a class 
of spaces X and Sengupta [49] extended this to all X. Many other variations of 
the result have been proved by Ray and Sarkar, Cowling, Sitaram and Sundari, 
Narayanan and Ray, Shimeno, Thangavelu. (See References.) 
The following classical result is closely related to Wiener's Tauberian theorem. 
Let f c Ll(R n) such that f (u) # O for all u ~ R n. Then the translates o f f  span a 
dense subspace o fR  n. Many papers deal with analogies of this result for semisimple 
Lie groups and symmetric spaces. See [10,46,51,52,45,36] fora sample. 
The polar coordinate representation (kM, a) --+ kaK of X identifies X with 
K/M x A + up to a null set. Thus one might interpret the Plancherel formula (8.2) 
as identifying X with its "dual". But in contrast to R n where the Fourier transform 
is essentially equal to its inverse, the Fourier transform 
(10.1) f()~, b) = f f (x )e  (-i~'+p)(A(x'b)) dx, 
x 
and the inverse 
(lO.2) = f b)e (i)~+p)(A(x'b))lc(~)l 2d) db 
a*xB 
are quite different. Hence it is a natural problem to prove the analog of the Paley- 
Wiener theorem for 5 r - l  . 
This was done by A. Pasquale [38] for the spherical transform for X of rank one 
or the case of G complex, and by N. Andersen [1] in general. Let L denote the 
Laplacian on X. 
Theorem 10.1. 
satisfying 
(1 +d(o,x))mLn f E Z2(X)  
and 
The image of .U-l(79(a * x B)) consists of the functions f on X 
for all m, n ~ Z + 
l im ](L + (p, p))nll~/2" < ~.  
Another characterization was given by Pesenson [39], namely 
IIZ~fl[2 ~< ( °92 + Ip]2) ° ][fll2 for all a > 0. 
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